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Key economic indicators
Oil embargo
(1973–1975)

High inflation (before)

High unemployment (during)

High federal funds rates (during)

Per person decline in spending

House price decline

Quarters with negative GDP growth 5

Length (months) 17
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Gulf War
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Dot-bomb 
(2001)
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9
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(2007–2009)

5
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Pandemic
(2020)

2

3

Today
(2022–…)

21

TBD

US – September 2022

Exhibit 1 - High Inflation and Declining GDP Are the Only Metrics Today 
That Are Comparable to Those Accompanying Past Recessions 

Sources: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US); historical economic data made available by Haver through Lighthouse by BCG.
1Negative GDP growth in two or more consecutive quarters does not by itself constitute a recession, but it has occurred in six past examples, including Q1 and Q2 of 2022.
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Exhibit 2 - Consumers Feel Secure in Their Near-Term Employment as the 
Pandemic Hangover Recedes

Sources: BCG Recessionary behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, Aug 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted); longitudinal consumer survey made available by i360 through Lighthouse by BCG.
Note: Question text: “How confident are you that you will be able to keep your job (or find a similar job) in the next six months?” and “How much do you agree with the following statement: ‘I feel less worried about the Covid-19 Pandemic now’ [and] ‘I work from 
home less (e.g., work more often at an office) than I did six months ago.’”

92%

of consumers are confident 
in their employment

US 94%

UK

US

UK90%

France 91%

Germany 94%

58%

feel less worried about 
COVID-19 now

56%

64%

France 63%

Germany 46%

US

UK

59%

work at an office more often 
than they did six months ago

54%

54%

France 64%

Germany 65%

Monthly consumer surveys in Lighthouse 
indicate that confidence in the US job market 

has remained steady over the past year
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Exhibit 3 - Most Consumers Believe That Their Country Is in Recession, and 
Say That They Are Spending More, Not Earning More, and Saving Less 
Than They Were Six Months Ago

Sources: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted).
Note: Question text: “Do you believe your country is currently in a recession?” and “How much has your household spending changed compared to 6 months ago?” and “How much has your household income changed in the past 6 months?” and “Which of these 
statements best describes the level of your household savings today compared to six months ago?”

71%

of respondents 
believe their country 

is in a recession

55%

have increased household 
spending compared with 

six months ago

18%

of households report 
increased income over 

the past six months

46%

of households report 
decreased savings over 

the past six months

Fewer Gen Z consumers are 
worried about an economic 

recession (15 pp fewer than average)

More German consumers report 
increased household spending (13 pp 

more than average)

More high-income households 
report an increase in income (11 pp 

more than average)

Fewer high-income households 
report a decrease in savings (15 pp 

fewer than average)



About 55% of households feel financially worse off today than they did six months ago
Respondents (%)
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Exhibit 4 - Consumers—Especially in Europe—Feel Financially Worse 
Off Today 

Sources: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted); longitudinal consumer survey made available by i360 through Lighthouse by BCG. 
Note: Question text: “Would you say that you (and your family living with you) are better off or worse off financially than you were six months ago?” Because of rounding, not all bar chart totals add up to 100%.

46
66

52 53

34

22
34 32

19 12 14 15

US UK GermanyFrance

Average 55 Better off
No difference
Worse off

Monthly consumer surveys in Lighthouse show an 
8-pp increase in the percentage of US households 

that feel worse off over the past six months
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Exhibit 5 - Economic Recession and Inflation Are Consumers’ Main Worries, 
with the Russia-Ukraine Conflict a Key Concern in Europe

Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted).
Note: Net agree = percentage of respondents who strongly agree or somewhat agree minus percentage of respondents who somewhat disagree or strongly disagree. 

>5 pp more optimistic than average Within ±5 pp of average >5 pp more pessimistic than average

I am concerned about recent price increases

Inflation is here to stay for a long time

There will be an economic recession in my country

The world will struggle with a long-term economic recession

My country’s economic revival is on the right path

The Russia/Ukraine conflict will continue for a long time

I can buy what I need/want despite global supply chain issues 

Net agree (%) US

85

UK

89

France

86

Germany

88

65 84 83 89

64 85 69 74

63 83 75 78

31 59 43 49

62 80 82 85

14 –2 –14 16

29 8 7 3

9 13 4 –26

I am worried about the performance of my investments

I am worried about the price of my real-estate properties
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81

72

75

46

78

11

3

–11

How much do you agree with each of the following statements?
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Exhibit 6 - Price Increases Are the Primary Driver of Increased Household 
Spending, a Trend That Is Likely to Continue

Sources: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted); US Bureau of Labor and Statistics via Haver (January 2018–August 2022) ; aggregated and 
anonymized transaction data made available by Mastercard through Lighthouse by BCG.
1Comprises households that have spent or expect to spend a lot more or somewhat more.

Current vs. past six months Next six months vs. current

55 49
59

47

68
57

43

68

50

73

Total US UK France Germany

Households that report increased spending (%)1

Households have spent more over the past six months
and expect to continue spending more in future …

… primarily as a result of price increases on essentials
and nonessentials, as well as due to pent-up demand

+9 +34 +22 +19
Change in credit 
card spending 
over the past six 
months (%)

1

2

3

Rising price of essentials is the 
#1 reason that consumers expect 
to spend more (92% of responses)

Rising price of nonessentials is 
the #2 reason that consumers expect 
to spend more (58% of responses)

Doing things I couldn't do during 
the pandemic was the most 
frequently cited non-price-related 
driver of spending (26% of responses)

Consumer price indexes 
show that US gas, 
electricity, and food 
prices have increased 
by 7% to 19% over the 
past six months
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Exhibit 7 - Consumers Are Changing Their Shopping Behavior in the Face of 
a Gloomy Economic Outlook 

Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted).
Note: Question text: “How much do you agree with each of the following statements about your daily activities today compared to six months ago?” Net agree = percentage of respondents who strongly agree or somewhat agree minus percentage of respondents 
who somewhat disagree or strongly disagree.
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>5 pp more optimistic than average Within ±5 pp of average >5 pp more pessimistic than average

I look for deals and promotions more often

I go on fewer trips to the store so I can save gas

I shop online more often to find the best prices 

I order less food/drinks for delivery 

I dine in at sit-down restaurants less

I rely less on financing for my purchases

Net agree (%) US

67

UK

70

France

71

Germany

71

48 31 46 45

33 35 20 13

48 52 47 68

30 46 52 62

52 49 44 64

How much do you agree with each of the following statements?

52

48

24

54

43

70
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Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, unweighted).
Note: Question text: “In the past month, how much has your total spending at the following types of stores changed compared to six months ago?” and “Now, thinking about the future, how much do you expect your total spending at the following types of stores to 
change in the next six months compared to today?” Net change = percentage of respondents a lot more or somewhat more minus percentage somewhat less or a lot less. 

Exhibit 8 - Consumers Spending More at Discount Retailers and Online Marketplaces 

12

27

–16

–3

5

6

26

19

–7

13

16

18

–2

5

8

17

19

–12

13

Physical superstores

Physical discount retailers

Physical pharmacies

Physical specialty stores

Physical wholesalers

Physical department and clothing stores

Physical outlet stores

Online marketplaces

Official store/brand websites

Used/secondhand product marketplaces

0

Grocery stores 
and superstores 

Wholesale stores

Department stores

Other brick-and-
mortar stores

Online retailers

Current vs. past six months Next six months vs. current

How much has your total spending at the following types of stores changed compared to six months ago/in the next six months? (%)
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Exhibit 9 - Online Marketplaces Continue to Increase Share While 
Direct-Brand Websites Are Seeing a Reversal of Their COVID-19-Era Gains 

Sources: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted); aggregated and anonymized transaction data made available by Mastercard and Second 
Measure in Lighthouse by BCG.
1Net change = percentage of respondents who spent more minus percentage of respondents who spent less.

Official store website
Apparel

Department store

Electronics

Restaurants

Home furniture

Jewelry

Home improvement

Groceries

Online marketplace

Secondhand marketplace

Net change in number of consumers spending 
more today vs. six months ago1

Website share of spending

Overall, consumers are spending more on online 
marketplaces and less on official websites

Brand/store websites saw a boost in spending during the pandemic, 
but that wave is receding for most of them

–7%

19%

13%

Pandemic boost, 
but now decreasing

Increased during 
pandemic, 
maintaining same 
rate or increasing 
at slower pace

During pandemic
vs. pre-pandemic

Today vs.
during pandemic

>5% online penetration increase>40% online penetration increase >5% online penetration decreaseNo change >40% online penetration decrease

Survey data Lighthouse data
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Exhibit 10 - Six Archetypes Define Changes in Consumer Spending Behavior 
in the Next Six Months

Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted).
1Net change = percentage of respondents who expect to spend a lot more or somewhat more minus percentage of respondents who expect to spend somewhat less or a lot less.

Spending more while inflation persistsInflation driven

Illustrative categories

Pent-up demand

No sacrifice

Dip in volume

Deal hunting

Substituting

Countries where the
archetype appliesArchetype Description

Increased 
spending 
categories 
(net expected 
change)1

Reduced 
spending 
categories 
(net expected 
change)1

Buying the same quantities, but switching to lower-cost 
brands/alternatives/sellers to spend less

Buying the same products, but searching for 
deals/promotions more frequently

Buying fewer nonessentials to compensate for higher 
spending on essentials

Spending more because of unwillingness to 
sacrifice on brands/quality

Doing or buying more due to pent-up demand 
from the pandemic

· Gym membership/classes
· Cosmetics/perfume

· Body care
· Skin care

· Clothing
· Beer
· Movie theaters and live events

· Organic food
· Pet supplies and services
· Nonprescription medication

· Leisure travel (e.g., flights)
· Movie theaters and live events

· Gas, fuel, and utilities
· Housing
· Fresh food and packaged food

· France
· France

· France
· France

· US, UK, France, Germany
· US, France
· UK, France

· US, Germany
· US, UK, France, Germany
· US, Germany

· US, UK, France, Germany
· US, Germany

· US, UK, France, Germany
· US, UK, France, Germany
· US, UK, France, Germany
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Exhibit 11 - Winner and Loser Spending Categories in the Next Six Months 

Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted).
1Net change = percentage of respondents who expect to spend a lot more or somewhat more minus percentage of respondents who expect to spend somewhat less or a lot less.

Increased spending categories
Fresh foods
Packaged, frozen, or canned food
Organic foods
Baby/children’s food
Beer
Gas and fuel
Housing
Utilities
Mobile or telephone services
Cable TV
Automotive
Childcare
Preventive health care
Nonprescription medication
Skin care
Cosmetics/perfume
Hair care
Body care
Household cleaning
Pet supplies and services
Streaming TV/movies/music
Flights
Hotel stays
Bus/subway/train rides
Cruise trips
Amusement park trips

US UK France Germany

Food and 
beverage

Household
products

Leisure travel

Personal care

Personal 
health

Living
expenses

Entertainment Net change >5%
Net change >10%
Net change >20%
Net change >30%

Net change <–5%
Net change <–10%
Net change <–20%
Net change <–30%

Spend more Spend less

Net change in number of households spending more/less 
for the next six months (%)1

Reduced spending categories
Wine
Liquor
Ready-to-drink alcohol
Beer
Apparel, footwear, and accessories
Cosmetics/perfume

Home, garden, and outdoors

Video games
Social activities
Movie theaters
Live events
Cruise trips
Casino trips
Amusement park trips

US UK France Germany

Food and 
beverage

Household
products

Leisure travel

Personal care
Fashion

Entertainment
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Exhibit 12 - In the US, Travel Is the Biggest Winner Among Discretionary 
Spending Categories, Driven by Pent-Up Demand 

Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, unweighted; n = 1,327 for leisure travel, n = 116 for hybrid travel).
1Net change = percentage of respondents who plan to spend a lot more or somewhat more minus percentage of respondents who plan to spend somewhat less or a lot less.
2High income = $150,000+ in household income in US, €100,000+ in household income in France and Germany, £100,000+ in household income in UK.

Top 3 reasons consumers plan
to spend more in next year

Net change in number of consumers who
expect to spend more next year (%)1

Overall, consumers expect to travel 
for more days this year …

… and they plan to spend more
across major travel categories …

… to make up for lost time and
capitalize on safer travel

12.7
13.5

5

15

0

10

Next year

Number of days

Last year

+6%

40%36

27

22

1

I want to make 
up for lost time

30%Travel is easier 
than before

27%Travel is safer 
than before

Airlines

Hotels

Cruises

Casinos
+12% for 
high-income 
consumers2
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Exhibit 13 - Fashion Is the Discretionary Category Where Consumers Most 
Consistently Plan to Spend Less

Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, unweighted; n = 669 for fashion category).
1Net change = percentage of respondents who expect to spend a lot more or somewhat more minus percentage of respondents who expect to spend somewhat less or a lot less.
2High income = $150,000+ in household income in US, €100,000+ in household income in France and Germany, £100,000+ in household income in UK.

+2

Top 3 reasons consumers plan
to spend less in next year

Net change in number of consumers 
expecting to spend more next year (%)1

Overall, consumers plan to spend
less across all apparel types …

… and are looking to trade down 
to value brands …

… due to a tighter budget or a 
decline in demand

Net change in number of consumers 
expecting to spend more next year (%)1

55%–33

–13

I am worried about 
spending too much

53%I have less need for more 
apparel/accessory items

43%I have less money 
to spend this year 

High-end
luxury brands

Midprice and
premium brands

Value/discount
fashion brands 

–10% for 
high-income 
consumers2

–28%

All apparel/fashion
Highest net decrease:
Formal/tailored attire, 
accessories, swimwear

Lowest net decrease:
T-shirts, underwear, 
activewear, casual sneakers
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Exhibit 14 - Despite an Overall Softening in Spending, High-Income Consumers 
Currently Plan to Spend More in the Next Year on Discretionary Categories

Source: BCG Recessionary Behavior Consumer Sentiment Survey, August 2022 (n = 2,041 for US, n = 2,146 for UK, n = 2,504 for France, n = 2,571 for Germany, unweighted).
Note: pp = percentage points.
1High income = $150,000+ in household income in US, €100,000+ in household income in France and Germany, £100,000+ in household income in UK.
2Net change = percentage of respondents who expect to spend a lot more or somewhat more minus percentage of respondents who expect to spend somewhat less or a lot less.

Difference from average net change in the number of
consumers expecting to spend more next year2

… and are likelier to be planning to spend more than
average in discretionary categories

High-income consumers are faring better than average1 …

Casino +19 pp

Hotel +18 pp

Cruise +17 pp

Movies +11 pp

Clothing +24 pp

Flights +14 pp

Wine +9 pp

Home and garden +10 pp

Cosmetics +6 pp

Luxury fashion brands +29 pp

Nonprescription medications +9 pp

vs. average

+27 pp

vs. average

+22 pp

vs. average

+8 pp

vs. average

+5 pp

Household savings decreasing less
(difference from average net change2)

Household income increasing more
(difference from average net change2)

Shop online more
(difference from average)

Will spend more due to pent-up demand
(difference from average)


